It's either a meteor that could destroy the earth, or the soil conditioner that moisturizes and permanently aerates your turf.

Oh good, it's the second one.

Now you and your turf can take a deep breath. Eagle's Choice is the permanent soil conditioner made of vitrified clay porous ceramic. Its porosity provides improved moisture and nutrient retention. Its stability won't break down, providing permanent aeration, thus reducing compaction and water consumption, and improving percolation and air movement throughout the root zone. The result is better-looking, healthier greens and beautiful, more vibrant fairways now and for years to come.

Eagle's Choice is the only manufacturer of vitrified clay porous ceramic products with national distribution. We handpick our distributors to provide our customers with the knowledge and highest quality of service. Eagle's Choice is available in a 50-lbs. bags or in bulk for greater savings. We can also blend with sand to meet your specification.

Call 1-888-867-6727 or visit www.diamondpro.com to find out more about how Eagle's Choice can make a positive impact on your course.